To CT General Assembly’s Judiciary Committee,

This proposed Police Accountability Bill is nothing but a scam on the residents of State of Connecticut and anyone voting for it is a "Total Idiotic Moron" and they themselves should be removed from office for failing to uphold their oath of office !!! The Police Officers have a tough job to do on a daily basis, now wanting to throw more gasoline on the fire serves what propose, yes there are bad Police Officers and they should be rooted out, but not at the cost of the good officers that serve the community.

I don't know what you people are looking for but if you are looking for a Civil War or something to happen, please keep up with your clueless ideas when it comes to Policing !!! When people look to the Police for help and there are NO Police to help, what do you think will happen ??? Do you think my neighbors are going to sit and wait around and see their property vandalized or a neighbor being attacked and do nothing ??? They WILL come out with THEIR GUNS and put a stop to the illegal actions of the CRIMINAL(S) ! I will guarantee they WILL shoot to kill the Criminals, period ! We in my neighborhood have eyes watching everywhere, we don't play games, if someone sees something, we are on the phones with each other and several of us will head out doors, we go out armed and we will confront the person(s) in OUR neighborhood, we keep crime down.

It is about time that you pull your heads out of your _____ES, and start thinking like "leaders" NOT "FOLLOWERS" !!! It is long over to fix the Criminal Justice System that let's the revolving doors keep working and PUT Criminals behind bars where they belong, society demands that you do the right things. KEEP THE POLICE FUNDED, KEEP OUR TOWNS AND CITIES SAFE AND MOST OF ALL, DUMP THIS WHOLE BILL DOWN THE TOILET AND FLUSH IT !!!

Robert Staurovsky